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"i''""*Abstract
The paper presents the comparison ofmain Business Process Reengineering (BPR) tools

frorn the joint of view of modeling languages supported by them. one of the tools

consideredistheGRADEtooldevelopedbyIMCSLU.Theproposedcomparison
criteria are language support for the selected basic modeling activities common to most

BPR methodologies. The main emphasis is on the semantic properties of modeling

languages. the results ofcomparison are summarised in a table.

'|.. lntroduction

The term Business Process Reengineering (BPR) has been actively used for at least

4 years, since the publishing of the book by Hammer and Champi [1]. Nearly every

company has declared to do some BPR activities recently. This has created a booming

rnarket for various BPR support tools - according to the estimates by Gartner Group

[2] - about 100 million USD per year, with the annual rate of growth at 30%. There

are about 40 BPR tools on the market.

Some industry-level evaluations of BPR tools are performed regularly [2-8], the most

respected of which are the regular annual evaluations, performed by Gartner Group

12,3,4,51. The main goal of Gartner reports is to serve as a tool buyers' guide of high

quality to the US market, therefore the main emphasis there is on the tool-technical

criteria. Only the tools highly used in USA are included in Gartner reports. The goal

ofthe vast BPR tool survey by Bach, Brecht et al [6] is also an industrial evaluation,

however a deeper analysis of modeling facilities, including metamodels, is provided.

The goal of this paper is to compare the underlying principles of modeling

incorporated in tools. These modeling principles of a tool determine its modeling

language and so our main emphasis is to compare modeling languages for BPR. The

authors of this paper are within the team developing the BPR tool GRADE [9].
Therefore one of the goals of the paper is to compare GRADE to other BPR tools

from the modeling language point of view.
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2. Comparisonprinciples

2.1 The considered area of BPR

The business process or more precisely the business system is understood in this
paper in the broadest possible way. BPR is considered as an activity corresponding to
its classical definition given by Hammer and Champi[l],.namely ,,fundamental

rethinking and redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic improvements in
critical contempomry measures of performance such as cost, quality, service and
speed." There may be a lot ofways to achieve this goal or, in other words, different
BPR methodologies (see e.g. U0-l4l). Except for some very specific ones [15], the
general scheme is nearly the same for all methodologies:
r the model of the existing business system is built (as-ir model). The model should

include various aspects ofthe system, such as:
* its main business functionality, i.e. the system inputs and outputs and the

main functions yielding these outputs
* organisational structure ofthe system
* the exact internal behaviour aspects of business system - when and by

whom each function in the system is performed (called also workflow or
woik practice)

* the general business principles and goals ofthe system
* the lowlevel economic criteria of the system, mainly timings and costs

o the as-ls model is analysed and some improvements are proposed
o the proposed system improvements are documented as one or more to-6e models
c lhe to-be models are compared via logical evaluation, static analysis and dynamic

simulation
r the best of the to-be models is "implemented" in the business system.

Frequently the reengineering of a business system requires also the reengineering of
its IT system. Therefore there is another view, that BpR is not a standalone activity,
but a requirements definition phase for IT system development or redesign. This
view puts a little bit different emphasis on BpR efforts - the most important issue is a
seamless transfer of requirement data from the business model into a highJevel
design of the IT system. Due to lack of space we don't consider here this second
approach.

During the evaluation of tools we can restrict ourselves to tool (more precisely, their
language) support for building models of a business system and evaluation of the
models via logical reasoning, static analysis and simulation experiments. The
following criteria are selected as crucial for this model building process and are used
for the language comparison in section 4: basic behaviour description, its
quantitative aspects, allocation of tasks to performers, data based behaviour,
basic costing, advanced timing features and higher business goals.

2.2 About modeling language and its internal qualities

We have to specif what exactly is meant by a modeling language because in some
tools the language elements are mixed up with iechnical details used to enter these
elements.
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Nowadays all BPR tools are graphical. We assume, that the language includes all

types of diagrams together with directly enterable auxiliary elements ' tables, texts

and objects enterable via dialog boxes into the tool repository. Derived elements such

as reports are not included in the language.

The modeling language has its syntax which defines what elements are permitted in

each diagram type, how the elements may be linked, what te4t may be placed within

elements etc. The skeleton of such a syntax in most cases can be best represented by a

metamodel - now most probably as an OMT [16] or UML [17] class diagram. The

graphical syntax and metamodels of the considered languages show a great deal of
similarity therefore we don't use syntactic aspects in evaluation.

Most BPR methodologies require multiple manual inspection and evaluation of a

business system model (especially of as-rs model) by experts with various

baqkground. This requires that any business model should be easy and unambiguously

readable by a person. Consequently, there must be a precise modeling semantics of a

business modeling language, which determines:

r what kind of real world elements may be represented by the given model element;

o what facts about the involved model elements does the given modeling construct

express;
r what possible dynamic behaviour of the involved model elements corresponds to

the given dynamic modeling construct.

The modeling semantics, especially its precision level, is one of the main evaluation

factor for modeling languages. The level of formality of modeling semantics of a
language evaluates the accuracy of the conesponding language documentation, i'e.,

how exact answers to the above mentioned questions about the meaning of language

constructs can be obtained there.

Since most of BPR tools support simulation, there is also a simulation semantics of
the business modeling language. As a rule, it is defined only for a subset of the

modeling language. This semantics is always precisely defined (by the simulator tool
itself!), but two questions arise here:

r how simple and natural is the simulation semantics;
o how exactly it corresponds to the modeling semantics.

We will assess the consistency of simulation semantics to modeling semantics,

since this consistency actually guaranties that simulation results are meaningful for the

model.

Another intemal factor of a language is its ability to cope with large models, i.e., the

model structuring facilities in the language.

2.3 Toots ind tanguages selected for comParison.

As it was already mentioned, this comparison is made by some of the authors of the

GRADE tool [9], being developed by joint efforts of IMCS LU and Infologistik
GmbH (with earlier participation of the company *Datl). Therefore the comparison

inevitably is "GRADE to Jther tools". The other tools are taken from the top-ranking

ones according to the Gartner reports [2,3]. Since we analyse tools from the modeling

language point of view, tools supporting the same language are grouped together. The

following tools/languages have been selected:
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. ARrs by IDS Prof. Scheer (the ARIS tool is labelled by Gartner as "far and away
leader in the.BPR tool market" [3])

o IDEF language series (IDEFO, IDEF3, IDEFIx) group: System Architect by
Popkin Software, BPwin by Logic Works, procap/ prosim by KBSI, Design/IDEF
by Meta Software, Wizdom Works by Wizdom System

r Extend/BPR by Imagine That.
The size of the paper does not allow to include more tools/language3 for comparison.
we only want to remark that for some tools ranked high by Gartner, for example
oracle.business process modeler [18], the conesponding modeling language is very

3. Short description of modeling languages used by tools
we have to give at least a very short description of the selected modeling languages to
be able during comparison refer to the main concepts of each language. Since the
main area of comparison is the dynamic behaviour representation most attention is
devoted to this aspect. Fig. I - fig.4 show the brief examples of all languages describing
the same fragment ofa business system - an initial fragment oforder processing in a
company.

3.1 GRADE and GRAPES-BM language

A sufficiently comprehensive description of GRApES-BM business modeling
language supported by the GRADE tool (namely, its version 3.0) has been given in
the previous DB&IS conference [9]. From this version the main application area of
GRADE has been meant namely the BpR. Now the GRADE version 4.0 has been
released. The main business modeling language features in GRADE 4.0 are the same
as in GRADE 3.0, though the tool quality, especially its user interfaces, have
improved significantly. The main new language feature in this version is the support
of object Modeling Techniques with class diagrams either in the classical bMr
form U6l or in the new UML 1.0 [17] form. class diagrams, according to almost all
modeling methodologies, should be used for capturing the first overall view of a
business systern. GRADE 4.0, to a certain degree, has integrated class diagrams with
other modeling aspects. class diagrams can be "reverse-engineered" from in models,
relevant parts of class diagrams may be used for generating organisational structure
(ORG) or Data Type Definition (DD) diagrams.

Let us briefly remind the key elements of GRApES-BM. The main type of diagram
for describing process behaviour is Business process (Bp) diagram, which contai-nsr tasks (depicted as rounded rectangles)
o events (depicted as affows linking tasks)

Tasks are triggered by incoming events, and they produce outgoing events upon their
completion. The precise triggering scheme of a task is describeJ by its triggering
condition ( a Boolean expression over incoming event names). organiiation
structure of the business system is represented in a special oRG diagram, but its
elements may be referenced as performers of a task via its performer specification
expression. Tasks may have decisions (represented as hexagons) attached to represent
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branching processes, decisions may be probability based or eten event data based.

Timer symbols represent model dependency upon time points.

Data store symbols (parallelograms) and data object symbols represent the links of
tasks to data model of the system (described separately via ER and data definition
(DD diagram). Tasks have predefined attributes, such as duration and labour cost,

and may have an unlimited number of user-defined attribute-'s.
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Fig.l. Order processing in GRADE

Complicated tasks are refined via subordinated business process diagrams. The
hierarchy of BP diagrams together with other diagrams (ORG, ER, DD etc.) and tables

(Event table, Attribute tables etc.) form the business model of a system. The structure

ofthe business model is depicted by model tree.

GRAPES-BM business modeling language has a precise modeling semantics. One of
the key elements of the semantics is the concept of transaction for natural description

of the behaviour of partitioned business activities. Static analysis features of GRADE
support the finding of critical path with respect to process expcution time. But the

main tool for decision making (what-if analysis) during BPR is the GRADE
simulator, which supports automatic obtaining of main business process statistics:

cycle times, total costs, length ofqueues, utilisation of performers etc.

Nearly any kind of a statistical evaluation of a process may be obtained via user

detined attributes of tasks and event data. The simulation semantics in GRADE is
completely compliant to its modeling semantics.

3.2 ANS modeling language

The ARIS tool by IDS Prof. Scheer has its own modeling language, which has no
specific name. The current evaluation is based on ARIS version 3.1a and fragments of
the upcoming verSion (ARIS Easy Design 1.0).

The modeling language contains about 50 diagram types. Each of the diagram types

has a list of permitted objects, many of which are common to several diagram types..

The current number of object types is about I 10 and is expected to gow, but they are

separated into groups with common properties. Each diagram type defines also

permitted links between object types. A link may have types defining its intended
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semantics and attributes. Any object has a fixed list of attributes (e.g.functionhu
about_140 attributes), part of which are common to alr objects;ip* - 

"u.i""-specific. Among the common ones there is a fixed number of user definable attributes.
Any object instance has its definition entry (directly in the repository) *a ,nuy iuu.
occurrences in several diagrams. A diagram may be assigned-to an oLiect in another
diagram as a iefinement ofthis object.

some of the diagram types have a wel-defined semantics. These'are diagram types
describing system behaviour (eEpc, pcD and event diagrams), organisation st u"tur"
(organisational chart) and data modeling (several kindi of rn todels). rrre most
important of them for BpR is the eEpc diagram. It contains functiois (rounoea
rectangles) and events (hexagons). A function is triggered by one or more events and
produces one or more events upon completion. Bvent ano iunction symbols forman
alternating chain linked via control flows - dashed arrows. If more than one event is
involved, they must be combined using rures - one of the AND (n), oR (v) or XoR
operators, enclosed in a circle. For example, the following construct represents an
AND triggering condition involving events Event I and Event2:
' Eventl '-. i Event2

.|.. . ,l

Functionl

Similarly, 
_the branching at. function completion is represented by an oR or XoRsymbol following the function. Rures may form a net, thus compiex conditions L

expressed. The precise semantics of such constructs is defined oniy in th" ;i;;iil,
context. This semantics does not include data with events - thiy are just named
control flows. Use ofperformers is specified by "copying" the conespondi"g .r.."rt,
from the ORG chart into eEpC and linking them to aiunlction.
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A number of the object attributes may be made visible in the diagram, e.g. function
processing times (durations) and event probabilities after branchings.

PCD diagram actually is the same as eEPC, but with a predefined layout. When a
function is refined, the refinement eEPC is assigned to it. The inter-level link is via
equally named events (precisely defined at simulation level), it is up to user to define
the links correctly.

eEPC and PCD diagrams may be analysed statically to find a maximum time or cost
(equivalents of critical path). Simulation takes into account eEPC, PCD, event and
organisational diagrams with main statistics obtained automatically. Only the
predefined time and cost attributes (including various their components) are taken into
account. Any tiser attributes are simply ignored at simulation. Thus the part of the
large modeling language used in simulation is relatively small.

3.3 Family of IDEF languages

The family of IDEF modeling languages has been promoted by KBSI in the USA. The
IDEFO language is an updated version of the SADT techniques [22] proposed by
D.Ross in 1976 for structured analysis of systems. It is accepted in the USA as a
federal standard [23]. IDEFIx language is an extended version ofthe traditional ER
modeling, including some object-oriented elements. It is also accepted as a US
standard [24]. The IDEF3 language [25], the most relevant for BPR goals, is not a US
standard.

All three languages are supported by a number oftool vendors. System Architect [26]
by Popkin Software, BPWin by Logic Works, PROSIM toolset [27] by KBSI support
all of them, Design/IDEF by MetaSoftware and Wizdom Works by Wizdom Systems
support IDEFO and IDEFlx. The language standards are well defined for each ofthe
IDEF language separately, but links between them, though much needed for BpR
activities, are.left to tool vendors.

The IDEF0 language contains one tlpe of diagram, which is a sort of data flow
between functions. It may be used as an overview of a business system. Normally
functions in IDEFO are refined further by IDEF3 diagrams to express the behaviour
level.

IDEF3 has two types of diagrams, of which the most used are process diagrams.
These diagrams contain units of behaviour (UOB) - a direct equivalent of tasks in
GRADE or functions in ARIS. UOBs are linked by arrows - precedence links.
According to the semantics of IDEF3, the precedence is a pure control flow - it
expresses the fact, that the second UOB cannot start before the first is completed. As
in ANS, links may be only combined using junctions - AND, OR and XOR
symbols. Ifjunctions are in the role of a triggering condition (/az-lr junctions), the
natural triggering semantics is used. The symmetric fan-out junctions (placed after
UOB) express either branching (OR or XOR case) or parallel subprocessing (AND
case). Any diagram in IDEF3 may have only one input or output. Thereforejunctions
must be combined in a "structural" way (eachfan-out must have the corresponding
fan-in). If a loop in the event flow is present, it must be coded by a referent (an
equivalent of goto or cal[).Therc are more exotic features in the formal definition of
IDEF3 [25], but all tools use just this. On the other hand, to have a meaningful
simulation feature, there must be at least some attributes of objects - durations of
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uoBs, probabilities of oR branchings, input frequencies. since these things are
absent at IDEF3 definition level, they are simply added as simulation attribrites in
IDEF3 tools. uoBs may be refined in a natural way (very simple interJevel links
because ofone input and output).
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Durations and probabilities actually can be entered in the model, but they are not
visible in the diagram. Performer specifications are absent in the language, in tools
they are shown as swimlanes. Thus IDEF3 language, even with typical adds-on in
tools, cover oirly the very basics of business processes.

3.4 Extend language

Extend by Imagine That is a very specific tool with the main emphasis on simulation
[12'281.It is based on a textual low-level simulation language ModL, and its graphical
user interface in essence is a set of graphical macros over the ModL languagl. ihese
graphical macros, called blocks in Extend, are organised in probiem--oriented
libraries (supporting both continuous and discreet event simulation). There is only
one type of diagrams, where blocks and lines connecting them are placed. Each block
type_has a fixed set ofinput and output connectors, and an output connector ofa
block may be linked to an input connector ofanother one. since Extend probably has
been earlier mostly used for continuous simulation, an Extend diagram strongly
reminds a preliminary design of a device in an electronics lab, wiih 

"o-ponJntsockets linked via temporary cables. A linked group of blocks may be defined as a
hierarchical block (to be stored also in a library), thui refinement is available.

only the behaviour aspect of a business system may be described. Blocks such as
Import (generating incoming stream of work), operation (an equivalent of task),
Decision (branching) are available. The operation supports also the simplest default
triggering condition AND for up to three inputs. A more complicated triggering
condition may be defined by Batch block (and its pair Unbatch). An OR trillering
condition is expressed by Merge brock. There are no built-in queues in op.io:tionr,
queues must be specified explicitly by eueue, Stack or Repisitory blocks lwith
similar properties).

The simulation semantics is a typical item (discrete event) flow. Items are generated
by Import blocks, stored in eueue or staci, processed (derayed for the 

-specified

interval) in an operation and so on. Items may have user-defined uttribut"r.
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Performers are specified via Labour Pool, but their use in tasks is defined dynamically

according to the same item semantics (as an additional "triggering event"). After task

completion performers must be "unbatched" and returned to.pool. There are few

predifined statistics, but nearly any kind of statistics can be programmed and

displayed dynamically, including the chart form.

Fig.4. Order processing in Extend

Process models of limited size seem to be quite readable in Extend, but representing

large business systems may be problematic this way.

4. Comparison of modeling languages

In this section we perform the actual comparison of the selected modeling languages

according to the criteria, found out in section 2. Each subsection is devoted to one or

more related criteria. The section concludes with a table which contains a row for each

criterion and where authors have tried to perform some formal evaluation'

4.1 The degree of formality of the modeling language

The level of formality is a quality defined not only by the tool, but also by its

documentation (manuals and online helps). The main issue here is the formality of

modeling semantics of language since the syntax is well-documented as a rule.

For GRADE the modeling semantics of its modeling language is described in

language reference manual [19], with approximately the same topics available in on-

tine treip, and in a more introductory language guide [20]. The modeling semantics of

all GRAPES-BM concepts is completely defined in these documents, both in cases

wherejust relations between objects are described in diagrams and where the intended

dynamic behaviour is described.

In ARIS the modeling semantics is described in Methods manual [21] and in on-line

helps of ARIS tool. Since largest part of the great number of ARIS diagram types are

descriptive, the objects, their possible connection and their attributes for each diagram

type are described in tables - in a sort of'tabular equivalent to the metamodel. A

"utnUer 
of semantic questions remain uncovered - for example, what is the meaning of
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various connection types between org-units in org-charts or connection types between
functions and org-units in eEPC. The few diagrams which do have the dynamic
semantics ' eEPC and PCD (with event diagrams and org-charts as a support) have
their precise semantics described only in the context of ARIS simulation [29]. For
example, the placement of queues, the precise semantics of inbound (triggiring)
AND-ruIe, the semantics of use of performers by functions (i.e. org-objects linked via
execules link to functions) are clearly described only for simulation. However, these
concepts are essential for understanding the dynamics of any model. Thus, from the
complete set of the ARIS documentation, the intended modeling semantics of most
model elements can be guessed, but not always so easy.

For IDEF languages, namely, those of main interest for BpR - IDEF0 and IDEF3,
there are very precise syntax and semantics definitions I23,2s1. But the language
version (especially, IDEF3) implemented in main tools differs from the standard. The
IDEFI standard [25] contains a number of types of precedence /infrs between uoBs
(tasks), but the main tools implement another, more practical types. The precise low-
level description of uoBs - elaboration uses a logic based language in the standard,
while in practice a new description kind - lhe simulation information is added (only
informal elements are retained in elaboration). vital elements of process behaviour -
use of performers, task durations etc. are included in simulation information, which
slightly differs in various tools. Therefore the actual semantics description of IDEF3
for tools is not so clear.

There is no modeling language other than simulation one in the Extend tool, therefore
the Extend language is too narrow lor modeling purposes.

A strongly related issue is the consistency of modeling and simulation semantics.
For GRAPES'BM the simulation semantics is explicitly defined as a part (a very
large one) of the modeling semantics. For ARIS only a relatively small part is
simulatable, but there are no inconsistencies because a lot of details are defined only
in the simulation context. For IDEF languages the formal definitions of modeling
semantics are completely not simula:ion oriented, therefore the simulation
informarion added in tools sometimes leads to a slightly inconsistent semantics. For
Extend there is only simulation semantics.

4.2 Description of basic behaviour aspects

The basic behaviour elements - tasks, events linking them, triggering conditions of
tasks, behaviour branching after a task - are described in a similar-manner in all
languages considered. Namely, these aspects are illustrated for all the languages in the
simple example present for all discussed languages in section :. thJ dJscription
facilities for the basic behaviour seem to be acceptable for all the languages.

only one difference should be pointed out. In GRApES-BM a triggering condition of
a task is defined by textual expression inside the task symbol, but in ARiS and IDEF3
special graphical connector symbols are used to express triggering conditions. In
simple cases the graphical notation for triggering condition -uy L" ,no." readable, but
it completely prohibits conect definition of semantics when data are to be canied
along with events.



4.3 Quantitative aspecls of basic behaviour

The next question refers to quantitative aspects of behaviour - such as duration of each

task and probabilities ofoutput branching ofa task. They are adequately provided as

basic modeling elements both in GRAPES-BM and ARIS. In the definition of
IDEF3 language standards there are no such .rspects, but IDEF3 based tools provide

these things as simulation attributes in a manner specific-to a tool, not always all
features are provided. Basic blocks in Extend provide these characteristics, however

sometimes with a little "programming".

The specific subtopic is the basic costing. In GRAPES-BM there is a predefined

task-duration-dependent coJt component. In addition, an appropriate task type

(Attribute Table) for a model may be defined, containing an arbitrary number of
numeric attributes. In particular, these attributes may represent cost components

according to the selected costing scheme. Then attribute values (constants or

expressions) corresponding to the relevant cost components may be assigned to each

elementary tdsk in the model. The automatic totalling of cost attribute values at

simulation occurs for meaningful fragments of the business model - transactions, thus

total costs ofthe relevant business processes are obtained. The actual formula for cost

totalling may also be defined by the user, by means of another attribute table used for
transactions. In ARIS each function has a very rich fixed list of cost attributes, which
can be used to obtain total values either via static analysis (makes sense for processes

with simple behaviour) or via simulation (for any kind of processes). Though GRADE
and ARIS approaches are totally different, they both provide the necessary support in
practice. For IDEF languages another popular costing scheme - Activity Based

Costing (ABC) is frequently implemented in tools, but not for IDEF3 - the main

business modeling language in IDEF (ABC feature is typically defined only for
IDEF0). Task costs can be "programmed" in Extend, via item (message) attributes,

but there are no provisions in block libraries to support this, which makes this
programming rither cumbersome.

4.4 Allocation of tasks to pertormers

Both in GRAPES-BM and ARIS this feature is based on one or more org-charts in
the business model and references from tasks to necessary performers in Business

Proeess (GRAPES-BM) and eEPC (ARIS). In basic cases the support is adequate for
both languages. There is one essential difference. In GRAPES-BM the reference is

via a textual performer expression inside the task, in ARIS a link to the occurrence of
the i:onesponding org-element in the eEPC is used. The textual performer expression

can be quite complicated, e.g. PI AND P2 OR Pl AND P3. The graphic form in ARIS
can support more relations beside the standard executes, but it is impossible, e.g. to
specifr even altemative performers such as PI OR P2. There is no performer

specification in IDEF3 (lhe resource used in some IDEF3 simulators is something

similar to it). In Extend you can speciff performers dynamics for simulation via
Labour pool block, but it is not a very readable way.

4.5 Advanced data-based behaviourdescription

In GRAPES-BM this style of description is based on event attributes which can be

used in formula-based decisions, variable task durations and costs etc. The main use
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of this feature is for simulation, but it has meaning also for modeling, e.g. for looping
processes. There is no such possibility in ARrs ihere event links to data objecis in
eEPC have different semantics, not taken into account for function/event dynamics.
The conhol-flow nature of links in IDEF, naturally, forbids this feature in IDEF3.
Data-based behaviour description is available in Extend where items can have a
dynamically defined list ofattributes, used in decisions, computations etc.

It should be noted, that just the use of data in the description of business process
control enables one to model and simulate adequately an important class of business
systems such as manufacturing, logistics and transportation, where the system
behaviour significantly depends on its..control data".

Another aspect of data is time control facilities - advanced timing.. GEAPES-BM,
ARrS and Extend - all support interval timing for incoming lvents. But only
GRAPES-BM supports full calendar-based timing in process description (fixed time
in ARIS bEPC(instance) is something another).

4.6 Description of higher busrness goals.

This feature is best developed in ARJS. There is objective diagram type containing
objectives (with their hierarchy), critical factors (again with tti"rar"ty; related to
objectives and,functions supporting objectives. Though this diagram isjust an..object
diagram" in the sense of oMT, it nevertheless gives a description oi the situation.
other languages support the feature at a quite low level. In GRApES-BM there are
objectives and Constraints sections of task details diagram, however there are no
references between them- If necessary, one or more c/ass diagrams may be used to
link tasks, objectives, critical factors and constraints by some meaningful relations. In
IDEF3 elaborations of uoB (tasks) also have textual Facts and cowtraints section.
A special language IDEFS has been planned for descriptions ofbusiness system goals
but not implemented in the tools considered here. Extend has nothing in this areal

4.7 Facilities for description of targe systems

All the languages considered have model structuring facilities for behaviour
description - any task may be refined by a subordinate diagiam. The main issues to be
discussed are the organising of diagrams and interJevel consistency.

In GRAPES-BM, the diagrams of a moder are organised by the moder tree. Normailyit depicts also. the natural task refinement hierarchy. inter-level consistency of
business process diagrams is strictly defined via event/referenced task paiis in
subordinated diagrams. It seems very acceptable from the reader's point ofview, but
sometimes cr6ate difficulties at modifications of large models.

In ARrs subordinate diagrams are assigned or linked to objects in higher level
li1g1ol, This scheme, in general, is applicable to all types of diagrams. For eEpC,
this yields the natural hierarchy of function refinements. There is also a function
hierarchy diagrams describing f'nction hierarchy tree-wise, but there is no
requirement for this hierarchy to conespond to the eipc hierarchy (normally it should
be so). In addition there is an extemar hierarchy of diagrams in the iepository,
organised via groups, but this is mere a technical grouping, similar to wlncowsss
folders. The inter-level links for eEpc is defined viiconesponding events, while the
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rcle of process interfaces (an object similar to referenced tasks in GRAPES-BM) ts

unclear. All this makes structuring features powerful, but a little unsafe, dependent on

the good will of the model builder.

In IDEF3 there is a strict concept of decomposition of uoB by another process

diagram. Interfaces are trivial since each function has one entry/exit.

There is no structure organising facilities in Extend. Inter-levol links are defined via

named connectors.

4.8 Summary of comParison resuns

The table I gives the formal comparison results ("+" - good support, "+" - medium

support, "-" - bad support).

The results show that from the language point of view GRAPES-BM and ARIS are

quite similar and both are better than IDEF and Extend. The main difference between

GRAPES-BM and ARIS seems to be that
r ARIS tends to cover a broader area but with lesser semantic precision

r GRAPES-BM is the most semantically rich and concise language in the BPR area.

5. Conclusions

The comparison of modeling languages for the main BPR has revealed many

similarities, but also several different approaches to BPR language design. Yet the
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GRAPES-BM ARIS IDEF Extend

Formality of modeling
semantics

+ + +

Consistency of modeling and

simulation semantics

+ +

Basic behaviour description + + + +

Quantitative aspects of basic
behaviour

+ + +

Basic costins + +

Allocating tasks to
nerformers

+ +

Data based behaviour + +

Advanced timing +

Hieher business soals +

Model structurins + + +

Table 1. Results of language comparison



main conclusion may be a couple of issues having not found a good solution in any of
languages:
r though OMT (now UML) techniques is supported by nearly all tools, no language

has offered natural links between classic Business modeling and object modeling
o higher level business goals have not got a real semantic link with other parts of

modeling
r no language ensures a true business rule support (see, e.g., [30];. There has been an

attempt to use rule based principles in GRApES [31], but it also has had a rather
procedural approach.
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